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Discourse XVIII

“Followers of the Way, what more is there for the resolute fellow to doubt?    The activity
going on right now-whose is it?    Grasp and use but never name-this is called the ‘mysterious
principle.’    Come to such understanding as this, and there are no dharmas to be disliked.

“A man of old said:
        My mind turns in accordance with the myriad circumstances,
        And this turning, in truth, is most mysterious.
        Recognizing my nature while according with the flow,
        I’ve no more joy nor any sorrow.”

When the translator read this final poem of the text today he did a terrible job of it.    He
should have stopped after saying, “My mind turns in accordance with the myriad circumstances.”
Stop, and then say, “And this turning in truth is most mysterious.”    You can’t just read it as one
continuous thought.    And then the next line, “Recognizing my nature while according with the
flow,” that also must be very clear, just as it’s written in the text.    And then the last line, “I’ve no
more joy nor any sorrow.”    This is a poem, and so it has to be read, I’m not sure exactly how the
translation is in English, but it should be treated in a poetic way.    

Yesterday I spoke in detail about how the condition of the origin as it makes a new condi-
tion of the origin, within this process there are states of the unification of host and guest, the uni -
fication of subject and object, and the separation of subject and object that occur within this
process.      And I expect that because in the previous sesshin when Shinzen was translating I
spoke in great detail about the activity that goes on within the condition of the source, that I
won’t have to talk about it anymore.    But since there are some people who weren’t at the previ-
ous sesshin and maybe haven’t heard my talk about the details of the activity of the condition of
the source, then may be tomorrow or the next day I’ll talk about it again.    But leaving aside the
whole question of people who come here to practice from the outside, what about you who are
wearing the koromo, the monk’s robes, I need you to really clearly understand my explanation of
the condition of the source.    If you really can grasp clearly the activity of the condition of the
origin then it’s no longer necessary for you to speak from your own selfish, self centered per-
spective, and give your opinion in a way like, “This is how I think it is.    Maybe it’s like this.”    

The condition of the origin is an activity which has no will.    But the activity of the origin
is not a single activity, it’s the activity of two mutually opposing activities.    And as I always say
these two opposing activities can be called plus and minus.    It’s similar to if we are talking
about electricity the positive or negative forces in electricity. (“positrons and electrons”)    If we
talk about the human world we can talk about the activity of male, and the activity of female.
These two activities are different.    They are in opposition to one another.    All human beings
certainly are equal.    But in this worldly human world of ours, in this social world of ours we
never forget that “I am a man,” or “I am a woman,” and so we never can manifest this condition
of equality.

And as I always am telling you, when you can make the activity of plus and the activity
of minus, the activities which form male and form female completely your content, then that is
the manifestation of the great Tathagata.    And if you can stand up on the position of the great
Tathagata then you can know clearly that men are myself, women are myself.    That’s why we
call the manifestation of the great Tathagata the manifestation of true love.    But when plus and
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minus come together that’s zero, so the great Tathagata is zero.    What then is true love?    True
love is the activity of zero.    Whether you’re a man or a woman when you do this manifestation
of zero then you are manifesting true love.    That’s how we define it in Tathagata Zen.

When you look at things from the perspective of the condition of the source it is not the
same as looking at things from the perspective of usual human morality or ethics.    So I really
don’t feel like going to places where I have to listen to people go on and on explaining about this
or that system of morality.    When you go to places where people emphasize morality it’s always
the same, they always acknowledge the good as being valid (replace underlined part with: “are
seeking the good”) and try to reject or push away that which they consider evil.    But when you
look from the perspective of the protection of your self, or your country or your group of people
then maybe these kinds of systems of morality are necessary.    But can you really complete this
human world through this kind of means?    For one particular group of people, one particular
ethnic group or one particular country then maybe their own unique system of morality is neces-
sary to hold it together.    But taking any of these particular systems of morality, none of them
will ever be able to bring salvation to the world as a whole.    Although it might be difficult for
you to hear this kind of teaching I have to tell you that according to Buddhism although you all
are different, and every single person has their own different set of morality, that morality is not
going to really help you.    People say, “This is the kind of person I am.    This is my country’s
culture.    This my tradition,” and maybe that’s okay, but, that kind of thinking tends to make you
look upon other people’s culture as inferior to your own.

And as I’ve spoken about up until now, when the two activities of the source tatha-gata
and tatha-agata actually separate from one another, that is when the worlds of past, present, and
future appear within the body of the great Tathagata.    In Buddhism we name the activity which
forms the great Tathagata the activity of dharma.    And as I always tell you this dharma activity
is made up of these two activities of thus going and thus coming.    This great Tathagata is that
being which has both the activity of male, and the activity of female completely as its content.
And so as I always tell you, this great Tathagata does manifest something that we can call the
body of the great Tathagata, but it is the activity of the great Tathagata (“ it is the activity of the
great Tathagata which is the great Tathagata.”) If we analyze this activity of the great Tathagata
we can see that it is made of two mutually opposing activities of plus and minus, tatha-gata and
tatha-agata.      

The reason why I keep on repeating this one principle is because since this sesshin is sup-
posed to be a celebration of my birthday, I need you to clearly grasp this principle of why you are
born, and where you go when you die.    But although I keep repeating myself over and over
again it seems like alot of you think that Zen is something like looking this way or looking that
way, looking at your hand, or jumping into the air, that that is what you think Zen is.    So it’s a
big problem for me.    And I guess it isn’t such a bad thing, I mean you have to go through that
kind of practice in the beginning of your practice, but if you are to truly see clearly into the prin-
ciple of where you are born from then you have to be able to manifest the wisdom of this princi-
ple.

The activity of the dharma, the body which this activity of the dharma manifests we can
also call the dharmakaya.    We can give many and various names to this condition.    We can also
call it the manifestation of the completed or perfected self.    The very beginning of Zen practice
according to Tathagata Zen is the experience, the grasping for oneself of the experience of this
very dharmadhatu, or dharmakaya.    And of course this is the same thing as the manifestation of
true love.    Practice begins with the experience of manifesting the activity of true love.    

What I need you to clearly grasp is that when the dharmakaya, when the dharmadhatu,
when the great Tathagata splits, divides its own body into two that is when the three worlds of
past, present, and future appear within its body.    Past, present, future, they all are appearing
within this body of the dharmakaya.    There is no appearance of anything outside of this body.
There is no world other than this world of the dharmakaya, or the great Tathagata, or the com-
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pleted self.    When the perfect manifestation of true love is manifest there is no (“are no”) other
world (s) outside of this world of true love.    The activity which manifests true love or true na-
ture, this activity is the greatest activity, the most supreme activity.    And when true love is mani-
fest then past, present, and future, they all disappear.    Only the manifestation of great Tathagata,
only the manifestation of true love is left.    And so in the wisdom literature, in the prajna litera-
ture in Buddhism they say that there is no paramita, there is no virtue better than, more superla-
tive than the manifestation of this state of the oneness of host and guest, the oneness of subject
and object.    The state of true love.    There really isn’t anything better than true love.    There re-
ally isn’t anything better than the great Tathagata.    Please won’t you open your eyes to this.

The manifestation of the great Tathagata or true love or the completed perfected self, it is
not a fixated condition.    You might be able to have this experience for a minute or thirty seconds
but you can never stop there.    We also name the condition of true love, the condition of the com-
pleted self, the condition of the Tathagata, the state of samadhi.    This is the state in which the
thinking self has totally disappeared, and the self that has no need to think is manifest.    Every-
body will want to have this experience I think.    

Everybody will want to have this experience of the complete self, and that’s fine.    So, all
of you right now, those of you who right now want to experience this experience of true love,
then come up, appear here before me.    This is what we call mondo 問答, question and answer in
Zen.    But no one seems to be coming forward.    So we say that human beings are such that they
talk big, but their talk is alot bigger than their actions.    Everybody sits there thinking about man-
ifesting true love, but when I ask you come up, appear here in front of me and manifest true love
with me now, no one comes up.    So we can say that everyone here is really a liar.    

When this one world of the great Tathagata divides itself into two words, then the three
worlds appear.    And of course the present is the self.    And the plus activity is the activity of fu-
ture, the world in which the father resides.    And minus is the world of the past the world where
the mother resides.    And the self, the present moment is that which appears having both plus and
minus as its content.    

When the child is born of course that is exactly the same time as mother and father are
born, and then mother and father look upon the child and notice that the child has something that
they don’t have, and because of this that is why mother and father both take the initiative in mak-
ing relationship with the child.    Why is it that mother and father are the ones who take the initia-
tive in making relationship with the child?    Just as I said now it’s because the child has some-
thing that the father doesn’t have, and has something that the mother doesn’t have.    The child is
that which appears having both plus and minus as its content, and so naturally mother and father
both look upon the child as something utterly mysterious, something which possesses something
they don’t have.    When we look upon the world of animals or the world of birds for instance
they also have this activity in which the parents make relationship with the child but the human
world is much more strong in this regard.    It’s the human world in which mother and father in a
conscious way strongly make relationship with their children.    Why do you think this is?    It’s
because the child has, as I just said, something that mother and father don’t have.    Mother and
father couldn’t continue to exist without loving the child.    

But Buddhism asks us, “Isn’t it the case that some people, although they are born with a
human body they live their lives without understanding this principle.”    It’s not necessary for
monkeys or dogs or cats to understand this principle.    But human beings are living in this social
world.    We have formed this thing we call society so it’s incumbent on us to learn this principle.
People who are leaders must teach this principle to the people they are leading.    All of you must
be able to stand up from the position of a teacher as well as stand up in the position of    the stu-
dent.

As I always say the world of future is not the world of complete tatha-gata.    And the
world of past is not the world of the complete minus activity, or the complete tatha-agata activity.
The world of past is the world of the activity of minus, is the world of the activity of tatha-agata,
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and the world of future is the world of the activity of plus or tatha-gata, but neither of these
worlds are the pure, complete, perfect activity.    Because for example the tatha-gata activity in
this instance is not complete, is an incomplete activity of tatha-gata that is why we call it future.
The activity of future has the activity of tatha-gata as its content, but not completely.    Why?
The activity of tatha-gata has already given birth to the child in the instance when it is manifest-
ing itself as future, and because it has given part of itself in order to give birth to the child that is
why it’s manifesting itself in an incomplete way.    And in the same way when the activity of
tatha-agata is manifesting itself as the activity of past it still is doing the activity of tatha-agata,
but it’s doing this activity incompletely.    And the reason why this is is because when the activity
of tatha-agata gave birth to the child it gave some of itself in order to give birth to the child, and
is left incomplete.    What I’m saying is that when tatha-gata and tatha-agata manifest themselves
in an incomplete way that is what we call past and future (future and past).    And what about
your self.    Your self is that which has both tatha-gata and tatha-agata as its content and is ap-
pearing here as this I am self.    This is the state of what it means to be an existent being which
has been born.    Existent things which have been born have both plus and minus, both tatha-gata
and tatha-agata as their content as I explained yesterday, but, as I explained yesterday, they don’t
have these activities in a complete way.

Existent things which have appeared, existent things which have been born in order to
manifest the complete self they must make relationship with tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    They
must make relationship with past and future, and when they make complete relationship, when
they completely make past and future their content, that is the appearance of the complete self (in
which there is no outside or inside).    It’s the manifestation of zero.    The manifestation of the
perfect self.    The manifestation of true nature or the manifestation of true love.

When true love is manifest, when the complete self is manifest, when true nature is mani-
fest, then the incomplete self disappears.    The incomplete present disappears, and the complete,
perfect present appears.    (translator includes “past” when Roshi didn’t say past (yet) and is cor-
rected & ... ...then continues...)     The future activity disappears and melts into the activity of
zero.    And the world of the past also disappears into the activity of zero.    The world of zero is
the world where there is no desire and no will.    The world that has no will and no desire is the
world of true love.    It’s natural for everybody to wish to experience true love because this condi-
tion of true love is the condition where there is no will and there is no desire.    It sounds just like
heaven.

To go back a little bit, when we have these three worlds of past, present, and future ap-
pearing the present, the incomplete self must make    relationship with past and future in order to
mature.    But as I said yesterday in the beginning the self which has been born is weak, and can’t
take the initiative in making relationship with mother and father.    But as I just said, from the
perspective of the father the child has something that the father doesn’t have.    And the child has
something that the mother doesn’t have.    The child has both plus and minus, and is born having
plus and minus as equally as its content.    All of you, when you were born you all were in this
state.    

According to Tathagata Zen then, when you were born you were neither a man nor a
woman.    You were a bodhisattva.    Everybody check it out yourself.    With your hand, put your
hand on your belly button.    You will find that  you have (“your true self has”) both man and
woman.    But if you do this checking and you think, “I’m a man,” you’ve already separated into
your incomplete self.    So check out that area below your belly button, touching that you might
think, “Oh, I’m a woman.”    Thinking this already you have split yourself in two and are stand-
ing up in the position of woman.    But the reason why you think, ”I’m a man,” or “I’m a woman”
is because your self is doing the activity of consciousness which can know, which can have wis-
dom, but if you weren’t doing this activity of consciousness then you could not give rise to those
thoughts.    But anyway we can say that everyone let’s hope, has understood in some way why
the self is born.    
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The principle of the birth of the self is that when the self is first born it’s always born as
an incomplete self.    When the great Tathagata, when the dharmakaya splits itself into two then
the present moment that appears, that is the self.    But you can never fixate the self which has ap-
peared here, the present moment which has appeared here.    The reason why the self can never
be fixated is because as I just said the past and the future, the mother and the father immediately
take the initiative and make relationship with the born self.    That’s why the self cannot simply
exist in a fixated way.    And in the instances where this self has developed the activity of con-
sciousness what does the self think when mother and father make relationship with it?    In the
cases’ when this born self has not developed the activity of consciousness then the born self un-
conditionally simply gives back to father what it has received from father, and gives back to
mother what it has received from mother.     Because in this case mother and father are much
stronger than the child mother and father are the ones that take the initiative, and the child simply
unconditionally gives back to mother and father what it has received from them, and returns to
the worlds of mother and father.    

What I’m talking about here is the first instance of the self doing the practice of no-self.
It’s said that Buddhism is the teaching of the Way of putting no-self into practice.    According to
Tathagata Zen all of you, and I was the same way as well, when you are born, without knowing
anything, without knowing the principle you do this activity of dissolving, of putting no self into
practice, and dissolve back into the activities of mother and father.    

In this case the self will do an activity in which it isn’t thinking yet, but it does an activity
which manifests the condition of “I want to stay in the present moment.”    “I don’t want to be-
come the activity of future.    I don’t want to become the activity of past either.    I want to stay in
the present.”    When the self has developed the activity of consciousness it does thinking such as
this.    This is the beginning of the self, or the ego, the atman.    It’s natural in this instance for the
atman, the ego, to look upon past and future as things which are other than itself.    When this
kind of a self, when this kind of an ego comes up, then we of course have the situation where the
present moment, the self, doesn’t want to go to future, doesn’t want to go to past, wants to re-
main in the present, rejects both mother and father, rejects both past and future.    I was the same
way, and I’m sure all of you were the same way.    We all went through these times in our life
where we rejected both mother and father.    “Leave me alone.    I’m fine just the way I am.    Get
outta here!”    Children, infants are really strong.    They’re kind of like rowdy, wild things.    But,
having rejected mother and father, left alone by itself then the child finds itself in trouble.    It
can’t eat.    It can’t even sleep.    And the self finds itself in a situation where it has to go looking
for mother and father.    “Where did mother go?    Where did father go?”    That’s why we say that
when the ego, when the self centered view arises human beings start thinking in a way we could
categorize into four ways of thinking.    

Of course the thought of giving yourself to mother and father disappears.    (Mistake: “Of
course when you give yourself to mother and father this thinking disappears”)    What we say is
that, when you can do, though, the activity of no-self, when you can practice no self, then you
can have the experience of becoming tatha-gata, of becoming tatha-agata, of becoming mother,
of becoming father.    And of course what appears then is a new condition of the origin.      

If we think in terms of consciousness then when this newly appeared condition of the ori-
gin appears it’s the state in which the husband looks upon the wife and thinks, “She is myself,”
and the wife looks upon the husband and thinks, “He is myself.”    But actually there is no think-
ing self in this condition.    In this condition mother and father are looking upon one another as
themselves without doing the activity of thinking.    That’s what we mean by the condition of the
source.    

The condition of the origin is the condition in which these two states of unification and
facing are repeating over and over again.    There is no thinking self at all.    Because the condi-
tion of the source is a condition in which there is no thinking self there is no ego, there is no at-
man, there is no self which loves the future and hates the past (add: “no self which thinks in the
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four categories of thought.”)    If you attach to this thing called Buddhism then it is no longer
Buddhism.    If you attach to your I am self, if you’re attached to this thing you call I am, then
there is no way that a new condition of the origin or a new self can appear.

In the text when it says “resolute fellows, “daijobunokan 大丈夫の漢” “strong peo-
ple,” it means you people, you people who have both the bodhisattva, the male activity, and the
mahasattva, the female activity as your content.    These two activities of male and female are
mutually opposing one another.    They are what forms your home which is this world.    They are
what forms you.    Whatever you look at, even it’s a stone you look upon that stone as your self.
If you’re a man and you look upon a woman you see her as your self.    If you’re a woman and
you look upon a man you see him as your self.    There’s no need for any suffering at all.    In this
kind of world there’s is nothing which we can call morality.    There’s a completely different prin-
ciple at work here.    That is the activity of dharma, the principle of dharma.    This is the activity
of plus and minus unifying and facing one another.    This is not a principle, this is not a way of
reasoning which any human being has created.    This is the natural principle.    This is the uni-
verse itself acting as the universe, through this cosmic principle.    It’s completely different than
any kind of laws or principles made by human beings.    If you are tied up by any kind of system
of morality or such things like that (“any kind of culture”) then you won’t become a great person.
You’ll become an evil person.    

Although we can look on things like the United Nations and say that this human society
of ours has progressed to a certain degree, because the United Nations doesn’t take as its founda-
tion this principle that forms all of us, this activity of this principle that forms the world that we
live in, then we have to say that it is still a very immature United Nations.    Because the United
Nations is created through all these different kinds of moralities trying to get together; the Ameri-
can, the Russian, the French, the English, (the German) moralities then it doesn’t seem at all like
a United Nations to me.    So, if you’ve listened carefully to my talk up until now you can see
what kind of ideal human beings must hold and live their lives by.

And then Rinzai says, “What more is there for you to doubt?    What is it that you are hav-
ing doubts about?”    When you wake up and open your eyes there right in front of your eyes are
many different things.    “Who is that?” He asks.    Whose are those?    Is it your friend or is it
your enemy?    That’s all today.
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